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Abstract - With the continuous expansion of network coverage, management information system
has penetrated into all walks of life, but the security problem is also gradually highlighted, no
matter which link of the security problem, will affect the entire management information system. In
particular, access control is the key to the security task. In order to ensure the security of
management information system, based on the power grid companies as the research object, the
background in the former, on the basis of organizational structure, key technologies of the system
design and implementation of research, and is verified by means of empirical, results confirmed the
feasibility of the system, can effectively solve or alleviate the organization, access, as well as the
user validation problems.
Keywords: Front middle background architecture, Power grid company, Rights management
system.

1. Introduction
In this Internet era, the development of any industry
requires the support of computer information
management systems [1-4]. The same is true for
power grid companies, which have already
developed many business systems, breaking the
shackles of traditional office models and improving
office efficiency. However, in practical application,
there are still many security risks, such as the lack of
necessary authentication system for user identity,
many unreasonable problems in authority
authorization, and the audit measurement strategy
control mechanism is not sound enough [5-7]. These
deficiencies restrict the work efficiency of power
grid companies, and also inhibit the improvement
and comprehensiveness of management efficiency.
So far, the architecture design concept of front,
middle and back office emerges from time to time,
which provides ideas for the design of the current
information management system [8, 9]. Therefore,
this paper will research the key technologies of the
power grid company's authority management
system on the basis of the design concept of the
front, middle and back office, in order to make up for
the shortcomings of the current information
management system, improve the rationality and
scientificity of the design of the system information
management system, and reduce the frequency of
bad information management problems promotes
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2. Design Principle Framework of Power
Grid
Corporation
Authority
Management System based on Front,
Middle and Background Architecture
2.1 System Design Principles

There are four main design principles of power
grid corporation's authority relation system based
on front, middle and background architecture. First,
it is easy to expand. During the system design,
different business application requirements and
development prospects of each construction unit
should be considered comprehensively, so as to
leave enough space for the subsequent expansion of
system functions. Second, easy integration. System
design should not only focus on the current related
business, but also take into account the future
development and construction, to eliminate the
"information island" and low resource utilization
rate of bad problems. Third, high availability. Design
a high availability performance solution to ensure
system stability and use backup and recovery
policies to properly cope with faults. Fourth,
security. System security is the key to design, so it is
necessary to fully consider this factor, and this
security concept into the system at all levels, such as
system monitoring, data communication and so on.
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2.2 System Design Architecture

The data storage layer is mainly responsible for
reading and storing data. In terms of communication
protocols, HTTPS, HTTP and TCP are used by the
service layer and presentation management layer,
while LDAP, JDBC and SOAP are used by the service
layer and data layer.

Based on the design concept of front, middle and
back architecture, the overall architecture of power
grid company's authority management system is
presented, as shown in Figure 1.
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3. Key Technologies of Power Grid
Corporation's Authority Management
System based on "Front desk"
Architecture

management

3.1 Design and Implementation of Identity
Management

Unified service proxy interface

Through the design of identity management
module, the unified management of enterprise
organization level and user identity can be realized.
After comprehensive analysis, it is found that the
design and implementation of this module will
involve two key sub-modules, respectively the
organization and maintenance of users. In fact,
identity management module and configuration
management module have a certain connection, will
change with the change of configuration policy.
Therefore, maintenance can be performed based on
the basic information of the user, such as the mobile
phone number, name, and email address, as well as
control information such as the time range and IP
segment. At the same time, the page can also be used
to maintain the value (edit, add, delete, etc.) of the
existing customized extended data of the user. The
specific process of user maintenance is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 1: System design architecture
It can be seen that the system is composed of
three parts: display management layer, service layer
and data storage. Among them, the presentation
management is mainly responsible for the
presentation and interaction of the system
integration function, business function and audit
function. The service layer mainly provides interface
support for the presentation management layer.
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Figure 2: User maintenance flow chart
It can be seen that in addition to the content of
the appeal, the identity administrator also has the
ability to reset the password, login to unlock.
Enterprise
organizations
have
management
throughout the organization structure of the power
grid company, to its nature, status, name, date of
establishment, cancellation date for maintenance,

but there are some limitations, need after each field
verification through, to edit or add operation, when
an organization needs to be deleted if there is
associated with the user and is not the end node, You
can delete a vm only when the preceding two
conditions are met. At the same time, the user
administrator can maintain the values of the
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organization's customized extended attributes (edit,
Add, delete) on the organization maintenance page.
In this module, there are three main service
processing logic classes involved: first, User_mainten
control class, which can Edit identity information
and confirm status by means of unlock (), Edit (),
expand (), reset () and other methods in this control
class. Second, Organization_mainten control class,
with the help of edit (), Add (), expand (), delete ()
and other methods in the control class can maintain
enterprise
organization
information.
Third,
User_inquiry control class. The control method in
this class can also manage user identity
information.After logging in to the web page, the
identity
administrator
can
maintain
user
information, reset user passwords, edit users, and
unlock users. If necessary, verify key user data and
encrypt sensitive data to ensure the security and
integrity of data transmission. The corresponding
sequence diagram is shown in Figure 3.
Identity Manager

User maintenance

Inquire

edit

1 Select the User Maintenance menu

2 Enter user query conditions
3 Feedback user query results
4 Edit user information
5 Verify the legitimacy of the information

6 Verify the repeatability of information in the database
7 Return to edit result

Figure 3: User maintenance sequence diagram

3.2 Design and Implementation
Permission Management Module

of

The design and implementation of authority
management module is to control the rights of users
and roles in the whole system. There are three main
sub-modules designed to: first, the organization role
maintenance module; Second, identity permission
maintenance module; Third, load role maintenance
module. Obtaining correct service system
information is the key for the rights management
system to manage the rights of other service systems
in a unified manner. Therefore, you must master the
information about service system types, names,
deployment levels, and access scopes. Among them,
the openness of the system to employees can be
determined according to the information of user
access scope. After maintaining role information, you
can set the relationship between roles and users and
set the permission period of users as required. When
the permission period expires, you can reclaim the
permission. Once the permission is reclaimed, the
user cannot obtain the resources during the
permission period. At the same time, the
administrator can extend the permission period of a
60

user. After the extension period, the user can still use
its resources. Organization role authorization allows
you to add users to an organization role in batches.
In addition to organizational role authorization, the
system also has identity authorization. This
authorization method is not limited by the number
of users, but can grant organizational role
permissions to multiple or single users. It can know
users' organizational role permissions in real time,
and effectively eliminate the problem of increasing
authorization times caused by a large number of
users. In the rights management module, the
business processing logic class mainly includes three
control classes: First, the Org_role_mainte control
class, with the help of the Edit(), Add(), authorize(),
Edit() and other methods in the control class, the
organization role can be Edit, add, authorize, etc.
Second, the Mix_role_mainten control class, through
the Edit(), Add(), authorize(), Edit() and other
methods in the control class, you can perform
information maintenance and authorization for the
composite
role.
Third,
the
Identity_authority_mainten control class, through
which authorize(), inquiry(), next() and other
methods can be used to authorize user and
organizational roles. After the administrator logs in
to the system, he can assign reasonable permissions
to users according to the maintenance of compound
roles, organizational roles, and identity permissions.
Since there are many modules involved, I will not
show them one by one here. Only the maintenance of
role permissions has been organized as an example.
The sequence diagram is shown in Figure 4.
business application
administrator

Organizational role
maintenance

Inquire

new

1 Select the Organization Maintenance menu

2 Enter the organization query conditions
3 Feedback organization query results
4 Add organization information

5 Verify the legitimacy of the information

6 Verify the repeatability of information in the database

7 Select the resource associated with the role
8 Return to the newly added result

Figure 4: Organizational role maintenance sequence
diagram
During the maintenance of the organization role,
the user must fill in the required information such as
the name and code of the organization role, and then
check it, including uniqueness, length, special
characters, input type, etc. At the same time,
resources can be associated with organizational
roles. After the resources are associated, related
queries can be made through the resource name and
code. When necessary, the required resource
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permissions can also be added by checking. After the
organization role is created, the business application
administrator can authorize the management
between the organization role and the user, and then
set the validity period of the permission. After
confirming the submission, it is necessary to judge
the relationship between the organization role and
the user. If there is such a relationship, update it, and
vice versa.

4. Key Technologies of power Grid
Corporation Authority Management
System
based
on
"Medium"
Architecture

4.1 Design and Implementation of Resource
Management
The core of the design and implementation of the
resource management system is to manage the
permissions (unified permissions, basic information,
resource permissions) of other business systems, but
the premise of management needs to obtain accurate
business system information. Therefore, the
approval of basic business system data (business
system access address, name, interface information,
etc.) is very important. The application registration
administrator here will maintain the information in
real time to ensure the registration of the business
system. After completing the registration of the
business system, the system administrator can be set
according to the actual situation, and the setting
process is shown in Figure 5.
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Get business system
information

Employee User
Selection

Cancel

end

submit
Setup is complete,
update DB

Figure 5: Business system initialization administrator
process
Users only need to apply for an account through
the "authority management process work order",
change the role data information and resource data
of the business system that has obtained the
authority, and then the authority of the business
system can be granted to the relevant personnel.

4.2 Design and Implementation of Audit
Management
The design and implementation of the audit
management module includes five sub-modules:
First, the login situation analysis module, through
which the user's login situation can be grasped in
real time, including user name, business system,
organization, time period, etc.

When you need to query the user's login status,
you only need to enter the corresponding login
information. In order to visually display the user's
login time period distribution, it is usually displayed
in the form of a graph. Second, the function usage
analysis module, through which you can fully
understand the operation times and usage of the
functions in the system. Third, the key operation
audit module, when the user uses the function
module, will be recorded and audited independently.
Fourth, the risk early warning analysis module,
when the user has unauthorized access behavior, the
account will be frozen and recorded in the risk early
warning, which is convenient for audit managers to
check. At the same time, after the user enters the
wrong password for the number of times to go
online, he will be locked and logged in and recorded
in the risk warning. When a user logs in during a
non-operating time period or an IP login address, the
system will prompt the login restriction, which will
be recorded in the risk warning, but will not be
locked. Fifth, sensitive resource analysis module, this
module mainly consists of two parts: sensitive early
warning and rule management.
The rules are formulated by the administrator,
including the number of online users, time, IP
segment, role type, account type, etc., after setting
the rules Then, perform association processing on
the rules, such as the associated user of the account
type, the associated organization role of the role
type, and so on. Usually, there are two states of a
rule, one is disabled state and the other is enabled
state. Neither of these two states can be
automatically enabled, and the administrator needs
to start it manually. In the audit module
management, the audit management function is
entered through the interface interface of the
module.
The control methods of the audit management
business
processing
logic
mainly
include
Operations_analysis,
Login_analysis,
Risk_warning_analysis,
Access_statistics,
Early_warning, etc. Do expansion analysis. The audit
administrator can search the corresponding data
information according to the search conditions.
The search conditions here include business
application, portal account, benchmark organization,
user name, start and end time. After the search
meets the conditions, the search information will be
displayed on the page. come out. At the same time,
the audit administrator can also perform sensitive
early warning based on the functions of maintaining
kneeling configuration (editing, adding, linking
resources, etc.). Taking rule management as an
example,
the
sequence
diagram
of
its
implementation is shown in Figure 6.
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Audit
rule management
administrator
1 Select the User Maintenance menu

new

The operation and maintenance manager
determines the type of policy that should be added
according to the filter conditions, then clicks the new
button, selects the new type and enters it into the
policy information, and finally performs the
verification and repeatability test. If you need to
change the selection, you can also Make changes,
otherwise submit them. When the submission is
successful, the submission results will be promptly
fed back to the operation and maintenance
administrator.

Associated
resources

2 Click Add
3 Jump to the new page

4 Select the rule type and constraints
5 Feedback entry results
6 Choose a rule
7 Jump to the associated resource page
8 Select the resource to be associated

9 Feedback association results

Figure 6: Rules management sequence diagram

4.3 Design and Implementation
Configuration Management

of

The configuration management module is the
policy control in the rights management system,
which controls user and account operations and
reminders through policies. This module is mainly
composed of four word modules: First, the system
customization
management
module,
which
maintains all the fixed value information such as
platform user status customization, extended
attribute type customization, strategy status
customization, etc. When the platform performs
information maintenance, this module will help it.
Second, the policy configuration and maintenance
module, which contains many policies, such as
account policy, password policy, permission change
notification policy, access notification policy, and so
on. The third is the mail configuration module, which
is the basic configuration part of the authority
system and is operated by the administrator in the
user authority system. Fourth, the coding rule
configuration module, which is the same as the mail
configuration module, belongs to the basic
configuration part, and the user configures the
coding production strategy related to the permission
information. Taking the policy configuration and
maintenance module as an example, the
implementation research is carried out, and the
corresponding sequence diagram is given, as shown
in Figure 7.

Operation and
maintenance
administrator

Policy
configuration

new

1 Enter policy filtering information
2 Feedback filtered policy information
3 Click Add
4 Select the strategy type and enter the strategy information
5 Verify required information

6 Check whether the same organization already exists

7 Feedback strategy entry results

Figure 7: Policy configuration and maintenance
sequence diagram
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5. Key Technologies of Power Grid
Corporation Authority Management
System based on "Back" Platform

5.1 Design and Implementation of Work
Order Management
Through the work order management module,
the application and processing process of personnel
authority can be timely mastered, including three
sub-modules: Temporary account first, apply to the
repair order module, the module is when the
informal employees to use the enterprise
information management system, application
process, initiated by the administrator to assist to
ensure the legitimacy of the temporary workers,
when making an application for registration, the
need to select the corresponding responsibility, the
responsibility must be superior management
personnel for the temporary staff. Second, in the
work order module of official account management,
the process of formal employees is also initiated by
the administrator. Before the process application,
formal users do not have the right to use the
information management system, so they need to
apply for it. After obtaining user access, users can log
in the information management system, and then
initiate the permission application process. After the
administrator ends the account and applies for work
orders, work orders can be transferred normally.
According to the configured process, it will be
transferred to the next approver for approval until
the end of the trial. Thirdly, in the permission
process work order module, ordinary users are the
operators of permission application. When these
users need to use a certain information management
system, they need to initiate permission application
to the business system. Any user can obtain the
corresponding permission as long as they complete
the application and pass it. Users apply for business
application permissions for designated users
through permission flow work order, and permission
flow work order query is its basic business. When
the query conditions are set, the system will display
the search results according to fuzzy management.
The time sequence diagram of permission flow work
order query function is shown in Figure 8.
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general user

Business
Applications

permission

It can be seen that the tree structure points are
intrinsically related to organizations and positions,
and that permissions are intrinsically related to
business functions and authorization functions.
In general, the realization of identity
authentication is an important link that integrates
identity management, authority management, and
audit management functions. When the user identity
verification is true, it can ensure that the user
operating the system is safe, and the first line of
release is guaranteed. Security, in order to quickly
verify and ensure safe operations, the identity
authentication method of the business processing
function in the system is implemented by static
passwords. defect. Therefore, the ARBAC model is
used for identity authentication, and the system user
can use a static password by adding a secure
network segment. Through, this paper adds the
coding implementation of dynamic password, and
performs secondary verification by sending user
verification through random code, which can not
only ensure the security of the system, but also
achieve ideal efficiency.

Process approver

1 Click on permission application
2 Check the required application business system

3 Tick the required authorization roles
4 Confirm whether you need to apply
5 Select process approvers
6 Feedback on application results

Figure 8: Permission process work order sequence
diagram
It can be seen that after the new permission
process work order is added, the work order will be
reviewed by the designated administrator, and can
be used normally only after the review reaches the
standard.

5.2 Identity Authentication Design based on
ARBAC Model
In the identity authentication design link, choose
the ARBAC model [10]. In this model, there are
elements such as users, employee positions,
company organizational structure, and authority
content. By building a tree structure for these
elements, the internal connection between elements
is opened up, which can better ensure identity
authentication. Quick verification. In general, the
model is mainly composed of three parts: primitive,
architectural entity, and rights management entity.

5.3 Design of System Database
According to the previous system design and
implementation, the conceptual data model of the
system is given here, as shown in Figure 9.
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analysis

Mail configuration

Encoding Rules
Configuration

Permission request work
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Figure 9: System concept data model
It can be seen that the data of the identity
maintenance module is mainly composed of
organization and user personnel, and the data of
permission resources is mainly derived from
organizational roles and compound roles. The data
of the audit management module mainly comes from
key operation analysis, login situation analysis,
sensitive warning analysis, access situation analysis,
and risk warning analysis. The data of configuration

management
mainly
comes
from
policy
configuration, system value maintenance, coding
rule configuration, and email. Configuration, the data
of work order management mainly comes from the
official account application work order, the
temporary account application work order, and the
permission application work order. Combined with
the database concept module, this paper takes A grid
company as an example to design the E-R diagram of
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the main authorization model data of its unified
authority management platform, as shown in Figure
10. There is an n-to-1 relationship between user
information and affiliated organizations. Load roles,
organizational roles, business systems, and
resources are affiliated. Organizational roles and
users have an n-to-m relationship. Multiple users can
have the same organizational role. Organizational
roles can be granted to the same user. At the same
time, compound roles and users are also in an n-to-m
relationship, load roles and organizational roles are
in an n-to-1 relationship, and resources and
organizational roles are in an m-to-n relationship.

only provides the policy configuration data table for
reference.
Field
ID
NAME

STRATEGY 32
_TYPE

varchar

Policy
type

32

varchar

BASEORG_ 32
ID

varchar

Business
system ID
Business
Organization ID

APP_ID
organize

1

affiliation

n

composite role

1

business system

1

1
affiliation

n

affiliation
affiliation

Table 1. Policy configuration table.
Field Type of
Constraint Describe
size
data
32
varchar
Policy ID primary
key
32
varchar
Policy
name

n

n
n

association

association

n

organizational
role

1

personnel

foreign
key

n

6. System Test

association

m
resource

association

m

Figure: 10: Data E-R diagram
Through the analysis of E - R diagram, and
combined with the actual needs of the business and
technical architecture, can give the user information
data table, enterprise data table, the application
system data table, resource data table,
organizational role data table, the relationship
between the role and resource data table, composite
character data table, organizational role and
compound role relational tables, policy configuration
tables. Because the database involves a large amount
of data, this section does not show one by one, but

Test function
Testing
scenarios
Concurrent
users 1000
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The server selected for this test is as follows: the
processor is Intel LGA1150GHz, the operating
system is Linux8.6 system, the network transaction
protocol is IP/TCP protocol, the database is
0racle.11g, and the browser is IE8.0 or above. Client:
The client processor is Intel i5, the operating system
is Win7, the switching protocol is IP/TCP, and the
browser is IE9.0. The performance test tool is the
LoadRunner tool. In order to test the feasibility of
the system design in this paper, the performance test
is carried out, namely, user login (Web page login
method), interface authentication (JAVA VUSER
method), compound role query (Web page login
method). The user login test results are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. User login performance test results
User login
Tested under a specific port number, 5 presses can load 10 users per
second until the user is logged in
Average
Average
Transaction pass testing time
transaction
throughput
rate
response time (s) (bytes/second)
1.211
710
100%
10min
The server where SSO is located (10.238.218.32)
CPU usage (%)
Memory usage
IO/SEC (KB)
(%)
40.3
30.62
47.91
The server where the database is located (10.238.218.98)
CPU usage (%)
Memory usage
IO/SEC (KB)
(%)
10.0
30.02
18.35
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It can be seen that in the case of 1000 concurrent
users, the average corresponding transaction time is
1.211 seconds, and the CPU and memory detection of
Test function
Testing scenarios
Concurrent users
1000

the application server and database server meet the
test requirements. Table 3 shows the interface
authentication performance test results.

Table 3. Interface certification performance test results
Interface
authentication
Tested under a specific port number, 1 presses can load 50 users per
second until the user is logged in
Average transaction
Transaction pass
testing time
response time (s)
rate
0.166
100%
10min
server where the application is located (10.238.218.33)
CPU usage (%)

Memory usage (%)

IO/SEC(KB)

50.3
50.62
45.23
The server where the database is located (10.238.218.98)
CPU usage (%)

Memory usage (%)

IO/SEC(KB)

30.0

10.02

20.36

It can be seen that in the case of 1000 concurrent
users, the average transaction response time is 0.166
s, a nd all de tec tion indica tors of se rve r CP U
Test function
Testing scenarios
Concurrent users 100

and memory are normal, meeting test requirements.
The composite role query performance test
results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Performance test results of composite role query
Compound role query
Tested under a specific port number, 4 presses can load 10 users per
second until the user is logged in
Average transaction
Transaction pass rate
testing time
response time（s）
3.5
100%
10min
server where the application is located (10.238.218.34)
CPU usage (%)

Memory usage (%)

IO/SEC(KB)

50.8

50.25

336.43

server where the database is located (10.238.218.98)
CPU usage (%)

Memory usage (%)

IO/SEC(KB)

1.1

3.41

21.36

It can be seen that in the case of 100 concurrent
users, the average transaction response time is 3.5
seconds. The CPU and memory of the application
server and data server are normal and meet the test
requirements. In general, after three performance
tests, the system set in this paper has reached the
corresponding standards, with high feasibility, so it
can be promoted in practice.

7. Conclusions
To sum up, this paper divides the design and
implementation
of
power
grid
authority
management system into three parts: "before",
"after" and "after" based on the concept of "before",

"after" and "after". To be specific, firstly, the power
grid authority management system of "front"
architecture is designed and implemented, including
identity management module and authority
management module. Then, the power grid authority
management system of "Middle" architecture is
designed and implemented, including resource
management, audit management and configuration
management modules. Secondly, the work order
management, identity authentication and database
design of power grid authority management system
of "after" architecture are designed and
implemented. Finally, an empirical study is carried
out on the system performance. The results show
that, under the condition of 1000 concurrent users,
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the average transaction time of user login and
interface authentication is 1.211s and 0.166s
respectively, both of which meet the actual
requirements. Meanwhile, the server CPU, memory
and other test indicators meet the standards. In
composite role, query, 100 users of concurrent cases,
has reached the required standard daily affairs
corresponding time, only 3.5 s, the server's CPU,
memory, such as detection index is normal, visible,
system design has the high feasibility, improves the
flexibility of permissions, can satisfy the follow-up
extension, is applied in practice.
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